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Abstract. Sample-based learning model predictive control (LMPC) strategies
have recently attracted attention due to their desirable theoretical properties and
good empirical performance on robotic tasks. However, prior analysis of LMPC
controllers for stochastic systems has mainly focused on linear systems in the iterative learning control setting. We present a novel LMPC algorithm, Adjustable
Boundary Condition LMPC (ABC-LMPC), which enables rapid adaptation to
novel start and goal configurations and theoretically show that the resulting controller guarantees iterative improvement in expectation for stochastic nonlinear
systems. We present results with a practical instantiation of this algorithm and
experimentally demonstrate that the resulting controller adapts to a variety of initial and terminal conditions on 3 stochastic continuous control tasks.
Keywords: model predictive control, control theory, imitation learning
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Introduction

Model predictive control (MPC) has seen significant success in a variety of robotic
tasks [1–3], and there is substantial experimental and theoretical work demonstrating
that the resulting closed loop system performs well on challenging tasks in stochastic
dynamical systems [1, 4–6]. In this work, we build on the recently proposed learning
model predictive control (LMPC) framework [5–7]. We assume a known stochastic
dynamics model and design an iteratively improving MPC-based control strategy by
estimating safe sets and value functions from past closed-loop trajectories.
The LMPC framework [5–7] presents a novel class of reference-free control strategies which utilize MPC to iteratively improve upon a suboptimal controller for a goal
directed task. LMPC algorithms typically operate in the iterative learning control setting with fixed initial and terminal conditions, and provide robust guarantees on iterative
improvement (in terms of task cost) for stochastic linear systems [5, 6] and deterministic nonlinear systems [7] if the MPC problem can be solved exactly. However, while
LMPC-based control strategies exhibit a variety of desirable theoretical properties [5–
7] and have been shown to work well on practical problems on physical robotic systems [1, 8], they have two key limitations: (1) guarantees for stochastic systems are
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limited to linear systems while practical systems are often stochastic and nonlinear and
(2) start states and goal sets are typically assumed to be identical in each iteration.
We address both of these challenges. First, we extend the results in [5] to show iterative improvement guarantees for stochastic nonlinear systems. Second, we present
a method to expand the set of feasible start states and goal sets during learning while
maintaining these guarantees. Finally, we introduce sampled-based approximations to
present a practical algorithm to learn safe policies, which reliably complete tasks with
varying boundary conditions while satisfying pre-specified constraints. The contributions of this work are (1) a novel multi-start, multi-goal LMPC algorithm, Adjustable
Boundary Condition LMPC (ABC-LMPC), which optimizes expected costs subject to
robust constraints, with (2) guarantees on expected performance, robust constraint satisfaction, and convergence to the goal for stochastic nonlinear systems, (3) a practical
algorithm for expanding the allowed set of initial states and goal sets during learning,
and (4) simulated continuous control experiments demonstrating that the learned controller can adapt to novel start states and goal sets while consistently and efficiently
completing tasks during learning.

2

Related Work

Model Predictive Control: There has been a variety of prior work on learning based
strategies for model predictive control in the reinforcement learning [1–3] and controls
communities [9–14]. Prior work in learning for model predictive control has focused on
estimating the following three components used to design MPC policies: i) a model of
the system [1–3, 8, 10, 12, 13, 15], ii) a safe set of states from which the control task
can be completed using a known safe policy [16–19] and iii) a value function [1, 5, 6,
20], which for a given safe policy, maps each state of the safe set to the closed-loop
cost to complete the task. The most closely related works, both by Rosolia et. al. [5, 6],
introduce the learning MPC framework for iterative learning control in stochastic linear
systems. Here, MPC is used to iteratively improve upon a suboptimal demonstration
by estimating a safe set and a value function from past closed loop trajectories. Robust
guarantees are provided for iterative controller improvement if the MPC problem can be
solved exactly. Furthermore, Thananjeyan et al. [1] propose a practical reinforcement
learning algorithm using these strategies to learn policies for nonlinear systems. However, [1, 6] are limited to the iterative learning control setting, and although [5] presents
a strategy for controller domain expansion, the method is limited to linear systems and
requires the user to precisely specify an expansion direction. In this work, we build on
this framework by (1) extending the theoretical results to prove that under similar assumptions, LMPC based controllers yield iterative improvement in expectation under
certain restrictions on the task cost function and (2) providing a practical and general
algorithm to adapt to novel start states and goal sets while preserving all theoretical
guarantees on controller performance.
Reinforcement Learning: There has been a variety of work from the reinforcement
learning (RL) community on learning policies which generalize across a variety of initial and terminal conditions. Curriculum learning [21–23] has achieved practical success in RL by initially training agents on easier tasks and reusing this experience to accelerate learning of more difficult tasks. Florensa et al. [21] and Resnick et al. [22] train
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policies initialized near a desired goal state, and then iteratively increase the distance
to the goal state as learning progresses. While these approaches have achieved practical
success on a variety of simulated robotic and navigation tasks, the method used to expand the start state distribution is heuristic-based and requires significant hand-tuning.
We build on these ideas by designing an algorithm which expands the start state distribution for an MPC-based policy by reasoning about reachability, similar to Ivanovic
et al. [24]. However, [24] provides a curriculum for model free RL algorithms and does
not provide feasibility or convergence guarantees, while we present an MPC algorithm
which expands the set of allowed start states while preserving controller feasibility and
convergence guarantees. There is also recent interest in goal-conditioned RL [25, 26].
The most relevant prior work in this area is hindsight experience replay [27], which
trains a goal-conditioned policy using imagined goals from past failures. This strategy
efficiently reuses data to transfer to new goal sets in the absence of dense rewards.
We use a similar idea to learn goal-conditioned safe sets to adapt to novel goal sets by
reusing data from past trajectories corresponding to goal sets reached in prior iterations.
Motion Planning: The domain expansion strategy of the proposed algorithm, ABCLMPC, bears a clear connection to motion planning in stochastic dynamical systems [28,
29]. Exploring ways to use ABC-LMPC to design motion planning algorithms which
can efficiently leverage demonstrations is an exciting avenue for future work, since the
receding horizon planning strategy could prevent the exponential scaling in complexity
with time horizon characteristic of open-loop algorithms [30].

3

Problem Statement

In this work, we consider nonlinear, stochastic, time-invariant systems of the form:
xt+1 = f (xt , ut , wt )

(3.0.1)

where xt 2 Rn is the state at time t, ut 2 Rm is the control, wt 2 Rk is a disturbance input,
and xt+1 is the next state. The disturbance wt is sampled i.i.d. from a known distribution
over a bounded set W ✓ R p . We denote Cartesian products with exponentiation, e.g.
W 2 = W ⇥ W. We consider constraints requiring states to belong to the feasible state
space X ✓ Rn and controls to belong to U ✓ Rm . Let xtj , utj , and wtj be the state, control
input, and disturbance realization sampled at time t of iteration j respectively. Let p j :
Rn ! Rm be the control policy at iteration j that maps states to controls (i.e. utj =
p j (xtj )).
Unlike [5], in which the goal of the control design is to solve a robust optimal control
problem, we instead consider an expected cost formulation. Thus, instead of optimizing
for the worst case noise realization, we consider control policies which optimize the
given cost function in expectation over possible noise realizations. To do this, we define
the following objective function with the following Bellman equation and cost function
C(·, ·):
h
i
j
j
J p (x0j ) = E C(x0j , p j (x0j )) + J p ( f (x0j , u0j , w0j ))
(3.0.2)
j

w0
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However, we would like to only consider policies that are robustly constraint-satisfying
for all timesteps. Thus, the goal of the control design is to solve the following infinite
time optimal control problem:
j,⇤
J0!•
(x0j ) = min

p j (.)

j

J p (x0j )

j
s.t. xt+1
= f (xtj , utj , wtj )

utj = p j (xtj )

(3.0.3)

xtj 2 X , utj 2 U

8wtj 2 W,t 2 {0, 1, . . .}
In this paper, we present a strategy to iteratively design a feedback policy p j (.) : FGj ✓
X ! U, where FGj is the domain of p j for goal set G (and also the set of allowable initial
conditions). Conditioned on the goal set G, the controller design provides guarantees for
(i) robust satisfaction of state and input constraints, (ii) convergence in probability of
the closed-loop system to G, (iii) iterative improvement: for any x0j = x0l where j < l,
j
j+1
expected trajectory cost is non-increasing (J p (x0j ) J p (x0j+1 )), and (iv) exploration:
the domain of the control policy does not shrink over iterations (FGj ✓ FGj+1 for all goal
sets G sampled up to iteration j). In Section 4.3, we describe how to transfer to a new
goal set H by reusing data from prior iterations while maintaining the same properties.
We adopt the following definitions and assumptions:
Assumption 1. Costs: We consider costs which are zero within the goal set G and
greater than some e > 0 outside the goal set: 9e > 0 s.t. C(x, u) e1GC (x) where 1
is an indicator function and GC is the complement of G.
Definition 1. Robust Control Invariant Set: As in Rosolia et al. [5], we define a robust
control invariant set A ✓ X with respect to dynamics f (x, u, w) and policy class P as
a set where 8x 2 A, 9p 2 P s.t. f (x, p(x), w) 2 A, p(x) 2 U, 8w 2 W.
Assumption 2. Robust Control Invariant Goal Set: G ✓ X is a robust control invariant set with respect to the dynamics and the set of state feedback policies P .

4

Preliminaries

Here we formalize the notion of safe sets, value functions, and how they can be conditioned on specific goals. We also review standard definitions and assumptions.
4.1

Safe Set

We first recall the definition of a robust reachable set as in [5]:
Definition 2. Robust Reachable Set: The robust reachable set Rtp (x0j ) contains the set
of states reachable in t-steps by the system (3.0.1) in closed loop with p at iteration j:
n
o
p
Rt+1
(x0j ) = xt+1 2 Rn | 9wt 2 W, xt 2 Rtp (x0j ), xt+1 = f (xt , p(xt ), wt )
(4.1.1)
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p
where Rp0 (x0j ) = x0j . We define Rt+1
similarly when the input is a set and for timevarying policies.

Now, we define the safe set at iteration j for the goal set G as in [5].

Definition 3. Safe Set: The safe set SS Gj contains the full evolution of the system at
(
)
iteration j,
•
SS Gj =

[

t=0

j

Rtp (x0j )

[

G .

(4.1.2)

Note that (4.1.2) is robust control invariant by construction [5]. We could set SS 0G = G
or initialize the algorithm with a nominal controller p 0 . This enables the algorithm to
naturally incorporate demonstrations to speed up training.
Definition 4. Expected Cost: The expected cost of p j from start state x0j is defined as
"
#
j

J p (x0j ) = E

wj

4.2

•

Â C(xtj , p j (xtj ))

(4.1.3)

t=0

Value Function

Definition 5. Value Function: Recursively define the value function of p j in closedloop with (3.0.3) as:
i
( h
p j ( f (x, p j (x), w))
E C(x, p j (x)) + LG
x 2 SS Gj
pj
LG (x) = w
(4.2.4)
+•
x 62 SS Gj
j

Let VGp (x) =

k

p (x), which is the expected cost-to-go of the best performing
min LG

k2{0,... j}

prior controller at x.
j

j

j

p is defined only on SS j , and J p = Lp on SS j . In the event a nominal
Observe that LG
G
G
G
controller p 0 is used, we require the following assumption on the initial safe set SS 0G ,
which is implicitly a restriction on p 0 for start state x00 .

Assumption 3. Safe Set Initial Condition: If a nominal controller p 0 is used, then
p 0 (x) < •.
8x 2 SS 0G , LG
This assumption requires that the nominal controller is able to robustly satisfy constraints and converge in probability to G. If no nominal controller is used, then this
p 0 (x) = 0 8x 2 SS 0 .
assumption is not required. In that case, we let SS 0G = G and LG
G
4.3

Transfer to Novel Goal Sets

While Rosolia et al. [5] studies tasks with fixed goal sets, here we show how the safe set
and value function can be modified to transfer the learned controller at iteration j + 1
to a new robust control invariant goal set H and reuse data from the earlier iterations to
accelerate learning.
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Definition 6. Goal Conditioned Safe Set: Define the goal conditioned safe set by collecting the prefixes of all robust reachable sets until they robustly fall in H as follows:
(Sk⇤
p j S H max1{Rp j (x j ) ✓ H} = 1
k=0 Rk
0
k
j
k2N
SS H =
(4.3.5)
H
otherwise
j

where k⇤ = arg max1{Rpk (x0j ) ✓ H}
k2N

We also redefine the value function as follows:
Definition 7. Goal Conditioned Value Function: Recursively define the goal-conditioned
value function of p j in closed-loop with (3.0.3) as:
8 h
i
j
j (x)) + Lp j ( f (x, p j (x), w))
>
E
C(x,
p
x 2 SS H
\H
>
<w
j
p
LH (x) = 0
(4.3.6)
x2H
>
>
j
:+•
x 62 SS H
j

k

p (x) = min Lp (x) as before.
Define VH
H
k2{0,... j}

This new value function is for a policy that executes p j but switches to a policy that
keeps the system in H upon entry.

5

Controller Design

Here we describe the controller design for optimizing the task cost function while satisfying state and input constraints (Section 5.1), and discuss how this can be extended
to iteratively expand the controller domain (Section 5.2). We consider a fixed goal set
G for clarity, but note that the same formulation holds for other goal sets if the safe set
and value function are appropriately defined as in Definitions 6 and 7. See Figure 1 for
an illustration of the full ABC-LMPC controller optimization procedure.
5.1

Task Driven Optimization

At time t of iteration j with goal set G, the controller solves the following recedinghorizon trajectory optimization problem with planning horizon H > 0:
"
#
j
Jt!t+H
(xtj ) =

min

pt:t+H 1|t 2P H

s.t.

H 1

j
j
, pt+i|t (xt+i|t
)) +VGp
Â C(xt+i|t

E

j
wt:t+H 1

j
xt+i+1|t

i=0

j
(xt+H|t
)

j
j
= f (xt+i|t
, pt+i|t (xt+i
), wt+i ) 8i 2 {0, . . . , H

j
xt+H|t
2
j
xt:t+H|t

j 1

j[1

k=0

j
SS kG , 8wt:t+H

j
2 X H+1 , 8wt:t+H

1
1

1}

2 WH

2 WH

(5.1.1)
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Fig. 1: ABC-LMPC Iterative Algorithm (Left): ABC-LMPC alternates between (1) collecting
j
p j (by optimizing (5.1.1)), (2) updating
rollouts under the current policy p j given SS G0 and LG
0
j+1

j+1

p
SS G0 and LG
given the new rollouts, and (3) expanding the controller domain towards a
0
desired start state (by optimizing (5.2.4)); Goal Set Transfer (Right): When a new goal set G1
is supplied, trajectories to goal G0 can be reused to estimate a new safe set for a new goal G1
j
p j ).
(SS G1 ) and associated value function (LG
1

where pt+i|t is the i-th policy in the planning horizon conditioned on xtj and pt:t+H 1|t =
{pt|t , . . . , pt+H 1|t } (likewise for other optimization variables). Let the minimizer of (5.1.1)
⇤, j
j
be pt:t+H
1|t . Then, execute the first policy at xt :
⇤, j j
utj = p j (xtj ) = pt|t
(xt )

(5.1.2)

Solving 5.1.1 is typically intractable in practice, so we discuss practical approximations
we make to the designed algorithm in Section 7.
5.2

Start State Expansion

We now describe the control strategy for expanding the controller domain. If there exists
a policy p for which the H-step robust reachable set for the start states sampled at
iteration j is contained within the current safe set for goal set G, then we can define the
feasible set/domain for the controller at iteration j. The domain of p j for G is computed
by collecting the set of all states for which there exists a sequence of policies which
Sj 1
robustly keep the system in k=0
SS kG . Precisely, we define the controller domain as
follows:
FGj = {x | 9p0:H

1

p

2 P H s.t. RH0:H 1 (x) ✓

j[1

k=0

SS kG }

(5.2.3)
S

j 1
This set defines the states from which the system can robustly plan back to k=0
SS kG .
Note that the controller domain is a function of the goal set G. While any start state
sampled from FGj will ensure feasibility and convergence for goal set G (proven in
Sj 1
Section 6), we present a method to compute states from FGj \ k=0
SS kG to expand
j
FG towards a desired start state, which may not be added to the domain through taskdirected exploration. Computing this set is intractable for general nonlinear stochastic
systems, so we introduce the following method to approximate this.
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j
At the end of iteration j, we sample a start state xSj 2 k=0
SS kG and seek to exj
ecute a sequence of H 0 exploration policies pE,0:H 0 1 which carry the system out-

S

S

j
j
side of k=0
SS kG and then robustly back into k=0
SS kG , for all noise realizations
0
j
w0:H 0 2 2 W H 1 where H 0 0. The sequence of policies pE,0:H
0 1 is computed by

solving an H 0 -step optimization problem with a cost function CEj (x, u) that encourages
Sj
exploration outside of k=0
SS kG while enforcing that the controller terminates in some
S
j
state xHj 0 2 k=0
SS kG . In Section 7, we discuss some possibilities for CEj (x, u), implement one instantiation, and demonstrate that it enables adaptation to novel start states
while maintaining controller feasibility. The sequence of controllers can computed by
solving the following 1-step trajectory" optimization problem:
#
j

pE,0:H 0

1

= argmin
p0:H 0

j
w0:H
0

H0
1 2P

j

j
xH 0

Let M =

j

let MH =

p
0
Ri E,0:H 1 (xSj )

j

j

j

CE (xi , pi (xi ))

j

j

SS kG ,

2W

x0:H 0 2 X H +1 , 8w0:H 0

2

2 WH

2

k=0

0

1}

(5.2.4)

H0 1

2

!H 0

!H 0

j
[

8w0:H 0

j

j

Â

i=0

2

xi+1 = f (xi , pi (xi ), wi ), 8i 2 {0, . . . , H 0

s.t.

p
0
Ri E,0:H 1 (xSj )

H0 1

E

0

1

, the set of all states reachable in H 0 steps by pE and

i=0

. Note that 8x 2 MH , the controller initialized at x

0
S ji=H Hk
can be robustly guided to k=0
SS G in H steps. At iteration j + 1, feasible start states
can be sampled from MH to guide the policy’s domain toward a desired target start
state. An MPC policy pEj could be executed instead to generate these future start states.
pj
We could also use the exploration policy to explicitly augment the value function LG
and safe set SS Gj and thus FGj (Appendix A.4). This could be used for general domain

expansion instead of directed expansion towards a desired start state.

6

Properties of ABC-LMPC

In this section, we study the properties of the controller constructed in Section 5. For
analysis, we will assume a fixed goal set G, but note that if the goal set is changed at
some iteration, the same properties still apply to the new goal set H by the same proofs,
because all of the same assumptions hold for H. See Appendix A.1 for all proofs.
Lemma 1. Recursive Feasibility: Consider the closed-loop system (5.1.1) and (5.1.2).
Let the safe set SS Gj be defined as in (4.1.2). If assumptions 1-3 hold and x0j 2 FGj ,
then the controller induced by optimizing (5.1.1) and (5.1.2) is feasible almost surely
j
for t 0 and j 0. Equivalently stated, E [Jt!t+H
(xtj )] < •, 8t, j 0.
j

w0:H 1

Lemma 1 shows that the controller is guaranteed to satisfy state-space constraints
for all timesteps t in all iterations j given the definitions and assumptions presented
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above. Equivalently, the expected planning cost of the controller is guaranteed to be
finite. The following lemma establishes convergence in probability to the goal set given
initialization within the controller domain.
Lemma 2. Convergence in Probability: Consider the closed-loop system defined by
(5.1.1) and (5.1.2). Let the sampled safe set SS Gj be defined as in (4.1.2). Let assumptions 1-3 hold and x0j 2 FGj . If the closed-loop system converges in probability to G at
iteration 0, then it converges in probability at all subsequent iterations. Stated precisely,
at iteration j: limt!• P(xtj 62 G) = 0.
Theorem 1. Iterative Improvement: Consider system (3.0.1) in closed-loop with (5.1.1)
and (5.1.2). Let the sampled safe set SS j be defined as in (4.1.2). Let assumptions 1- 3
hold, then the expected cost-to-go (4.1.3) associated with the control policy (5.1.2) is
non-increasing in iterations for a fixed start state. More formally:
j

8 j 2 N, x0j 2 FGj , x0j+1 2 FGj+1 =) J p (x0j )

Jp

j+1

(x0j+1 )

j

Furthermore, {J p (x0j )}•j=0 is a convergent sequence.
Theorem 1 extends prior results [5], which guarantee robust iterative improvement
for stochastic linear systems with convex costs and convex constraint sets. Here we
show iterative improvement in expectation for ABC-LMPC for stochastic nonlinear
systems with costs as in Assumption 1. The following result implies that the controller
domain is non-decreasing.
Lemma 3. Controller domain expansion: The domain of p j is an non-decreasing sequence of sets: FGj ✓ FGj+1 .

7

Practical Implementation

ABC-LMPC alternates between two phases at each iteration: the first phase performs
j
the task by executing p j and the second phase runs the exploration policy pE,0:H
0 1.
Only data from p j is added to an approximation of SS Gj , on which the value funcj

j
tion Lp is fit, but in principle, data from pE,0:H
0 1 can also be used. Although the task
(5.1.1) and exploration (5.2.4) objectives are generally intractable, we present a simple
algorithm which introduces sampled-based approximations to expand the policy’s domain FGj while approximately maintaining theoretical properties in practice. Here, we
describe how each component in the controller design is implemented and how optimization is performed. See Appendix A.2 for further implementation details.

7.1

Sampled-Based Safe Set

In practice, as in [5], we approximate the safe set SS Gj using samples from the closed
loop system defined by (5.1.1) and (5.1.2). To do this, we collect R closed-loop trajectories at iteration j, each of length T as in [5] where T is the task horizon.
Thus, given the ith disturbance realization sequence collected at iteration j, given by
j
j
wij = [w0,i
, . . . wT,i
], we define the closed loop trajectory associated with this sequence
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h
i
j
as in [5]: x j (wij ) = x0j (wij ), . . . , xTj (wij ) . As in [5], we note that xkj (wij ) 2 Rpk (x0j ),
so R rollouts from the closed-loop system provides a sampled-based approximation
S
j
j
j
to Rpk (x0j ) as follows: R̃pk (x0j ) = Ri=1 xkj (wij ) ✓ Rpk (x0j ). Similarly,
defineoa
nS we can
S
j
j
j
•
p
˜ G=
sampled-based approximation to the safe set as follows: SS
G .
k=0 R̃ (x )
k

0

˜ Gj is not robust control invariant, with sufficiently many trajectory samWhile SS
ples (i.e. R sufficiently big), this approximation becomes more accurate in practice [5].
To obtain a continuous approximation of the safe set for planning, we use the same
Sj 1
˜ kG and instead of enforcing the
technique as [1], and fit density model raG to k=0
SS
Sj 1
k
˜ G , ABC-LMPC instead enforces that
terminal constraint by checking if xt+H 2
SS
k=0

raG (xt+H ) > d , where a is a kernel width parameter. We implement a tophat kernel
density model using a nearest neighbors classifier with tuned kernel width a and use
d = 0 for all experiments. Thus, all states within Euclidean distance a from the closest
Sj 1
˜ kG are considered safe under raG .
state in k=0
SS
7.2

Start State Expansion Strategy

To provide a sample-based approximation to the procedure from Section 5.2, we samSj
˜ k and execute p j 0 for R trajectories of length H 0 , which
ple states xSj from k=0
SS
E,0:H 1

approximate M. We repeat this process until an xSj is found such that all R sampled traSj
˜ kG (Section 5.2). Once
jectories satisfy the terminal state constraint that xHj 0 2 k=0
SS
such a state is found, a state is sampled from the last H steps of the corresponding trajectories to serve as the start state for the next iteration, which approximates sampling
from MH . We utilize a cost function which encourages controller domain expansion
towards a specific desired start state x⇤ , although in general any cost function can be
used. This cost function is interesting because it enables adaptation of a learning MPC
controller to desired specifications while maintain controller feasibility. Precisely, we
optimize a cost function which simply measures the discrepancy between a given state
in a sampled trajectory and x⇤ , ie. CEj (x, u) = D(x, x⇤ ). This distance measure can be
tuned on a task-specific basis based on the appropriate distance measures for the domain (Section 8.3). However, we remark that this technique requires: (1) an appropriate
distance function D(·, ·) and (2) a reverse path from the goal to the start state, that may
differ from the optimal forward path, along which the goal is robustly reachable.
7.3

Goal Set Transfer

We practically implement the goal set transfer strategy in Section 4.3 by fitting a new
density model raH on the prefixes of prior trajectories that intersect some new userj
˜ H
specified goal set H. If H is chosen such that SS
contains many states, the controller
can seamlessly transfer to H. If this is not the case, the controller domain for H must
be expanded from H until it intersects many trajectories in the original domain.
7.4

ABC-LMPC Optimization Procedure

As in prior work on MPC for nonlinear control [1, 2], we solve the MPC optimization
problem in (5.1.1) over sampled open loop sequences of controls using the cross entropy method (CEM) [31]. In practice, we implement the terminal safe set constraints
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and state-space constraints in (5.1.1) and (5.2.4) by imposing a large cost on sampled
action sequences which violate constraints when performing CEM. We use a probabilisp j (x) as in [1]. In contrast to [1], a
tic ensemble of 5 neural networks to approximate LG
j

p (x) is fit using data from each iteration instead of fitting a single function
separate LG
approximator on all data. We utilize Monte Carlo estimates of the cost-to-go values
p j (x). Each element of the ensemble outputs the parameters of a condiwhen fitting LG
tional axis-aligned Gaussian distribution and are trained on bootstrapped samples from
the training dataset using a maximum likelihood [2].

8

Experiments

We evaluate whether ABC-LMPC can enable (1) iterative improvement in expected
performance for stochastic nonlinear systems, (2) adaptation to new start states and (3)
transfer to new goal sets on 3 simulated continuous control domains. In Section 8.1 we
describe the experimental domains, in Section 8.2, we evaluate the controller with fixed
start states and goal sets, in Section 8.3, we expand the controller domain iteratively
toward a desired start state far from the goal set, in Section 8.4, we switch the goal set
during learning, and finally in Section 8.5 we utilize both start state expansion and the
goal set transfer technique to control a pendulum to an upright position. In all experiments, we use C(x, u) = 1{x 62 G} as in [1]. Note that for this cost function, the maximum trajectory cost is the task horizon T , and the resulting objective corresponds to
minimum time optimal control. We include comparisons to the minimum trajectory cost
achieved by the state-of-the-art demonstration augmented model-based reinforcement
learning algorithm, SAVED [1] after 10 iterations of training to evaluate the quality of
the learned controller. For all experiments, we use R = 5 closed-loop trajectories from
˜ Gj and perform start state expansion. Experimental
the current controller to estimate SS
domains have comparable stochasticity to those in [5]. See Appendix A.3 for further
details about experimental, optimization, and environment parameters.
8.1

Experimental Domains

Fig. 2: Experimental Domains: We evaluate ABC-LMPC on three stochastic domains: a navigation domain with an obstacle, a 2D 7-link arm reacher domain with an obstacle, and an inverted
pendulum domain. In the first two domains, suboptimal demonstrations are provided, while no
demonstrations are provided for the inverted pendulum task.

Point Mass Navigation: We consider a 4-dimensional (x, y, vx , vy ) navigation task
as in [1], in which a point mass is navigating to a goal set (a unit ball centered at the
origin unless otherwise specified). The agent exerts force ( fx , fy ), k( fx , fy )k  1, in each
cardinal direction and experiences drag coefficient y. We introduce truncated Gaussian
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process noise zt ⇠ N (0, s 2 I) in the dynamics with domain [ s , s ]. We include a large
obstacle in the center of the environment that the robot must navigate around to reach
the goal. While this task has linear dynamics, the algorithm must consider non-convex
state space constraints and stochasticity.
7-Link Arm Reacher: Here, we consider a 2D kinematic chain with 7 joints where
the agent provides commands in delta joint angles. We introduce truncated Gaussian
process noise zt ⇠ N (0, s 2 I) in the dynamics with domain [ s , s ] and build on the
implementation from [32]. The goal is to control the end effector position to a 0.5
radius circle in R2 centered at (3, 3). We do not model self-collisions but include a
circular obstacle of radius 1 in the environment which the kinematic chain must avoid.
Inverted Pendulum: This environment is a noisy inverted pendulum task adapted from
OpenAI Gym [33]. We introduce truncated Gaussian process noise in the dynamics.
8.2

Fixed Start and Goal Conditions

We first evaluate ABC-LMPC on the navigation and reacher environments with a fixed
start state and goal set. In the navigation domain, the robot must navigate from S0 =
( 50, 0, 0, 0) to the origin (G0 ) while in the reacher domain, the agent must navigate
from a joint configuration with the end effector at (7, 0) to one with the end effector
at (3, 3) (G1 ). For optimization parameters and other experimental details, see Appendix A.3. The controller rapidly and significantly improves upon demonstrations for
both domains (Figure 3). The controller achieves comparable cost to SAVED for both
tasks and never violates constraints during learning.

Fig. 3: Fixed Start, Single Goal Set Experiments: Learning curves for ABC-LMPC averaged
over R = 5 rollouts per iteration on simulated continuous control domains when the start state and
goal set is held fixed during learning. Performance of the demonstrations is shown at iteration 0,
and the controller performance is shown thereafter. Point Mass Navigation: The controller immediately improves significantly upon the demonstration performance within 1 iteration, achieving a mean trajectory cost of around 20 while demonstrations have mean trajectory cost of 42.58.
7-Link Arm Reacher: The controller significantly improves upon the demonstrations, achieving
a final trajectory cost of around 18 while demonstrations achieve a mean trajectory cost of 37.77.
In all experiments, the controller quickly converges to the best cost produced by SAVED.

8.3

Start State Expansion

ABC-LMPC is now additionally provided a target start state which is initially outside
its domain and learns to iteratively expand its domain toward the desired start state. We
report the sequence of achieved start states over iterations in addition to the mean and
standard deviation trajectory cost. ABC-LMPC is able to maintain feasibility throughout learning and achieve comparable performance to SAVED at the final start state
when SAVED is supplied with 100 demonstrations from the desired state. To ensure
that results are meaningful, we specifically pick desired start states such that given 100
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demonstrations from the original start state, ABC-LMPC is never able to accomplish the
task after 30 iterations of learning. A different CE (x, u) is used for start state expansion
based on an appropriate distance metric for each domain.
We first consider a navigation task where 100 suboptimal demonstrations are supplied from ( 25, 0, 0, 0) with average trajectory cost of 44.76. The goal is to expand
the controller domain in order to navigate from start states S1 = ( 70, 0, 0, 0) and
S2 = ( 60, 20, 0, 0). CE (x, u) measures the Euclidean distance between the positions
of x and those of the desired start state. After 20 iterations, the controller reaches the
desired start state while consistently maintaining feasibility during learning (Table 1).
We then consider a similar Reacher task using the same suboptimal demonstrations from Section 8.2. The desired start end effector position is ( 1, 0), and CE (x, u)
measures the Euclidean distance between the end effector position of states x in optimized trajectories and that of the desired start state. Within 16 iterations of learning, the
controller is able to start at the desired start state while maintaining feasibility during
learning (Table 1). On both domains, the controller achieves comparable performance
to SAVED when trained with demonstrations from that start state and the controller
successfully expands its domain while rapidly achieving good performance at the new
states. Constraints are never violated during learning for all experiments.
Table 1: Start State Expansion Experiments: Pointmass Navigation: Start State Expansion
towards position ( 70, 0) (left) and ( 60, 20) (center). Here we see that ABC-LMPC is able
to reach the desired start state in both cases while consistently maintaining controller feasibility
throughout learning. Furthermore, the controller achieves competitive performance with SAVED,
which achieves a minimum trajectory cost of 21 from ( 70, 0) and 23 from ( 60, 20); 7link Arm Reacher: Here we expand the start state from that corresponding to an end effector
position of (7, 0) to that corresponding to an end effector position of ( 1, 0) (right). Again, we
see that the controller consistently maintains feasibility during learning and achieves trajectory
costs comparable to SAVED, which achieves a minimum trajectory cost of 24. The trajectory
costs are presented in format: mean ± standard deviation over R = 5 rollouts.
Point Navigation (-70, 0)

Point Navigation (-60, -20)

Iteration Start Pos (x, y) Trajectory Cost

Iteration Start Pos (x, y) Trajectory Cost

4
8
12
16
20

8.4

( 42.3, 1.33)
( 54.1, 0.08)
( 61.2, 2.70)
( 70.3, 0.26)
( 70.4, 0.12)

23.0 ± 0.89
22.8 ± 1.67
25.0 ± 2.37
32.6 ± 5.08
29.4 ± 2.33

Goal Set Transfer

4
8
12
16
20

(
(
(
(
(

42.6,
54.6,
58.8,
60.6,
60.5,

8.76)
14.2)
20.3)
20.2)
19.6)

19.6 ± 4.22
25.6 ± 5.23
27.2 ± 12.0
21.0 ± 0.63
22.4 ± 1.85

7-Link Reacher
Iteration Start EE Position Trajectory Cost
4
8
12
16

(
(
(
(

1.28,
0.85,
0.95,
1.02,

0.309)
0.067)
0.014)
0.023)

31.6 ± 8.04
30.8 ± 15.7
20.2 ± 1.83
19.4 ± 4.03

ABC-LMPC is trained as in Section 8.2, but after a few iterations, the goal set is
changed to a new goal set that is in the controller domain. In the navigation domain, the
robot is supplied a new goal set centered at G1 = ( 25, 10, 0, 0) or G2 = ( 7, 7, 0, 0)
with radius 7 after 2 iterations of learning on the original goal set. We increase the
radius so more prior trajectories can be reused for the new goal-conditioned value function. Results are shown in Figure 4 for both goal set transfer experiments. We also
perform a goal set transfer experiment on the 7-link Reacher Task in which the robot is
supplied a new goal set centered at G1 = (4, 0.2) with radius 1 after 2 iterations of training. Results are shown in Figure 4. In both domains, ABC-LMPC seamlessly transfers
to the new goal by leveraging prior experience to train a new set of value functions.
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Fig. 4: Goal Set Transfer Learning: In this experiment, the goal set is switched to to a new goal
set at iteration 3 and we show a learning curve which indicates performance on both the first
goal (blue) and new goal (red). The controller is re-trained as in Section 7.3 to stabilize to the
new goal. The controller immediately is able to perform the new task and never hits the obstacle.
Results are plotted over R = 5 controller rollouts per iteration.

8.5

Inverted Pendulum Swing-Up Task

In this experiment, we incorporate both the start state optimization procedure and goal
set transfer strategies to balance a pendulum in the upright position, but without any
demonstrations. We initialize the pendulum in the downward orientation (G0 ), and the
goal of the task is to eventually stabilize the system to the upright orientation (G1 ).
We iteratively expand the controller domain using the start state expansion strategy
with initial goal G0 until the pendulum has swung up sufficiently close to the upright
orientation. Once this is the case, we switch the goal set to G1 to stabilize to the upright
position. The controller seamlessly transitions between the two goal sets, immediately
transitioning to G1 while completing the task (convergence to either G0 or G1 within
the task horizon) on all iterations (Table 2). CE (x, u) measures the distance between the
pendulum’s orientation and the desired start state’s orientation.
Table 2: Pendulum Swing Up Experiment: We iteratively expand the controller domain outward from a goal set centered around the downward orientation (G0 ) towards the upward orientation until the controller domain includes a goal set centered around the upward orientation (G1 ).
Then, the goal set is switched to G1 . The resulting controller maintains feasibility throughout and
seamlessly transitions to G1 . The trajectory costs are presented as: mean ± standard deviation
over R = 5 rollouts. The upward orientation corresponds to a pendulum angle of 0 and the angle
(degrees) increases counterclockwise from this position until 360 .
Iteration Start Angle Goal Set Trajectory Cost
3
6
9
12
15
18

9

200.3
74.3
53.9
328.1
345.1
0.6

G0
G0
G0
G1
G1
G1

30.2 ± 1.47
35.0 ± 0.00
34.4 ± 0.49
36.0 ± 0.63
13.8 ± 7.03
0.00 ± 0.00

Discussion and Future Work

We present a new algorithm for iteratively expanding the set of feasible start states and
goal sets for an LMPC-based controller and provide theoretical guarantees on iterative
improvement in expectation for non-linear systems under certain conditions on the cost
function and demonstrate its performance on stochastic linear and nonlinear continuous control tasks. In future work, we will explore synergies with sample based motion
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planning to efficiently generate asymptotically optimal plans. We will also integrate the
reachability-based domain expansion strategies of ABC-LMPC with model-based RL
to learn safe and efficient controllers when dynamics are learned from experience.
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